The F & N "Quintet" Fairway Equipment

This is the season for getting your fairways in proper condition. You can, of course, do this better with mowers designed and built especially for use in connection with the heavy tractor. F & N "Quintet" Fairway Equipment is so built—by the world's largest manufacturers of lawn mowers—and with identically the same construction and precision as used in building the highest grade automobiles. The gears are cut from drop forged steel, carbonized, and run in oil tight gear cases. Interlocking, rigid frame construction cannot be knocked out of adjustment. The five blades are made of special analysis crucible tool steel. The gear shifts are automatic. But best of all, genuine heavy duty Timken Roller Bearings with the patented F & N Self-Adjusting Device keep the revolving reel bearings in adjustment throughout the mower's life. Write today for catalog and prices.

They're Self-Adjusting!

Supplied in gangs of three or five for Fordson, Studebaker, International and any other tractor, complete with attachments and flexible all-steel frame

The F & N
LAWN MOWER CO.
RICHMOND, IND. U.S.A.

Mistake to Have Greenkeeper High-Pressure Salesman

Recently we asked the green-chairman of one of the noted eastern clubs his idea of the surest way to first-class course maintenance. He replied, "Close and constant co-operation between the green-chairman and greenkeeper."

"You'll get results," he continued, "if you don't depend on the greenkeeper to sell you his idea. The more I see of greenkeepers the more I believe that they and the chairmen get along best when the greenkeeper is considered in the artist class, although my own man and all of the others with whom I have talked, certainly are fully conscious of the value of a dollar and on this count don't have an artistic temperament.

"During my first term as green-chairman, some years ago, I happened to notice that our club was paying more for the music furnished at the Saturday evening dances than it paid the greenkeeper and it dawned on me that this was positive evidence that the greenkeeper was no salesman for he should have been able to sell his services on more than an even basis with the music, considering the value of the two items to our club. Since that time I've worked on the plan of a sympathetic drawing-out of the greenkeeper's idea rather than put him in a position where he has to sell me with high-pressure talk."